
Position:  Director of Operations, Geo-spatial solutions 

Location:  Austin, TX 

SAM, Inc., a leader in full-service geospatial data solutions, with offerings in surveying, terrestrial, mobile 
and airborne LiDAR, photogrammetry, GIS, SUE, Utility coordination and construction services is 
currently seeking a Director of Operations for their geo-spatial solutions division.  This is position is for an 
executive leader and senior staff member within operations, administrative and managerial position in 
planning, directing and developing the photogrammetric and LiDAR programs within SAM, Inc. 
 
The individual selected for this position should have strong experience commanding and driving a “best in 
class” consulting engineering team, forecasting emerging industry trends, identifying and strategic 
planning toward new opportunities with clear and concise leadership.  Candidates applying for this 
position should have a proven experience record in maintaining high quality deliverables through 
designating, developing and maintaining an exceptional products and execution.  Individual must also 
have some experience increasing revenue streams through current and new verticals and/or locations 
through a strongly developed network. 
 
Primary Responsibilities: 

- Design, develop, establish and maintain photogrammetric standards within the associated vertical 
teams which govern the quality of work produced by the unit.  Employee approves revisions or 
modifications to policy standards currently in place when applicable 

- Strategic planning and advisement of leadership toward new industry trends, operational verticals 
and solutions to increase revenue with proven execution, with strong knowledge of processes, 
laws, and risk analysis of governmental requirements. 

- Create and monitor exceptional professionals through tactical management of work, facilitation of 
performance reviews, and operational debriefs to determine if program goals and objectives are 
being achieved; providing leadership, coaching, training and vision for maximum team 
achievement. 

- Identify, design, and develop individuals utilizing experience and background to train, mentor, and 
guide toward patterns of success and optimization. 

- Design, establish and maintain coaching, development, recruiting, motivating, and strong 
accountability, counseling and discipline policy standards for individuals within the group, 
implementing and driving goals, milestones, and forecast with unfettering ethical guidance and 
structure. 

- Design, Develop and maintain pipeline with new, well defined opportunities, manage a portfolio of 
opportunities, and move cross-functional departments to agreement on how to pursue top 
priorities and opportunities. 

- Experience operating a nationally distributed workforce, providing cost effective solutions, 
analyzing developing, compiling, prioritizing, justifying and recommending a unit budget, and 
operating within that budget when approved and established. 
 

Required Skills: 
- BS or BA in a related field or specialization; BBA considered 
- 5-10 years of experience as an operations manager at a civil engineering or geo-spatial 

consulting firm 
- Experience and/or expertise in fiscal departmental planning and execution 
- Experience driving and maintaining a diverse and geographically disperse group of professionals 
- Firm ethical standard provisioning and accountability experience 
- Experience promoting, identifying, recruiting and retaining internal and external professionals 
- Must be located, or be willing to relocate to our office headquartered in South Austin, Texas 
- Strong communication, leadership and management skills 

 
Desired Skills: 

- Masters of Business Administration, operational, or Civil Engineering Field 
- 10-15 years of experience as an operations manager at a civil engineering or geo-spatial 

consulting firm 
- National and Global implementation and leadership experience.   

 
Please send resume and cover letter to:  Jobs@SAMInc.biz 
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